
Towards an Information Theoreti Metri forAnonymityAndrei Serjantov and George DanezisUniversity of Cambridge Computer LaboratoryWilliam Gates Building, JJ Thomson AvenueCambridge CB3 0FD, United KingdomAndrei.Serjantov�l.am.a.uk, George.Danezis�l.am.a.ukAbstrat. In this paper we look losely at the popular metri of anony-mity, the anonymity set, and point out a number of problems assoiatedwith it. We then propose an alternative information theoreti measureof anonymity whih takes into aount the probabilities of users sendingand reeiving the messages and show how to alulate it for a messagein a standard mix-based anonymity system. We also use our metri toompare a pool mix to a traditional threshold mix, whih was impossibleusing anonymity sets. We also show how the maximum route length re-strition whih exists in some �elded anonymity systems an lead to theattaker performing more powerful traÆ analysis. Finally, we disussopen problems and future work on anonymity measurements.1 IntrodutionRemaining anonymous has been an unsolved problem ever sine Captain Nemo.Yet in some situations we would like to provide guarantees of a person remaininganonymous. However, the meaning of this, both on the internet and in reallife, is somewhat elusive. One an never remain truly anonymous, but relativeanonymity an be ahieved. For example, walking through a rowd of people doesnot allow a bystander to trak your movements (though be sure that your lothesdo not stand out too muh). We would like to express anonymity properties inthe virtual world in a similar fashion, yet this is more diÆult. The users wouldlike to know whether they an be identi�ed (or rather the probability of beingidenti�ed). Similarly, they would like to have a metri to ompare di�erent waysof ahieving anonymity: what makes you more diÆult to trak in London |walking through a rowd or riding randomly on the underground for a few hours?In this paper, we hoose to abstrat away from the appliation level issuesof anonymous ommuniation suh as preventing the attaker from embeddingURLs pointing to the attaker's webpage in messages in the hope that the vi-tim's browser opens them automatially. Instead, we fous on examining ways ofanalysing the anonymity of a messages going through mix-based anonymity sys-tems [Cha81℄ in whih all network ommuniation is observable by the attaker.In suh a system, the sender, instead of passing the message diretly to thereipient, forwards it via a number of mixes. Eah mix waits for n messages to



arrive before derypting and forwarding them in a random order, thus hidingthe orrespondene between inoming and outgoing messages.Perhaps the most intuitive way of measuring the anonymity of a messageMin a mix system is to just ount the number of messages M has been mixedwith while passing through the system. However, as pointed out in [Cot94℄ and[GT96℄, this is not enough as all the other messages ould, for instane, omefrom a single known sender. Indeed, the attaker may mount the so alled n� 1attak based on this observation by sending n� 1 of their own messages to eahof the mixes onM 's path. In this ase, the reeiver ofM eases to be anonymous.Another popular measure of anonymity is the notion of anonymity set. In therest of this setion we look at how anonymity sets have previously been de�nedin the literature and what systems they have been used in.1.1 Dining Cryptographers' NetworksThe notion of anonymity set was introdued by Chaum in [Cha88℄ in order tomodel the seurity of Dining Cryptographers' (DC) networks. The size of theanonymity set reets the fat that even though a partiipant in a Dining Cryp-tographers' network may not be diretly identi�able, the set of other partiipantsthat he or she may be onfused with, an be large or small, depending on theattaker's knowledge of partiular keys. The anonymity set is de�ned as the setof partiipants who ould have sent a partiular message, as seen by a globalobserver who has also ompromised a set of nodes. Chaum argues that its sizeis a good indiator of how good the anonymity provided by the network reallyis. In the worst ase, the size of the anonymity set is 1, whih means that noanonymity is provided to the partiipant. In the best ase, it is the size of thenetwork, whih means that any partiipant ould have sent the message.1.2 Stop and Go MixesIn [KEB98℄ Kesdogan et al. also use sets as the measure of anonymity. Fur-thermore, they de�ne the anonymity set of users as those who had a non-zeroprobability of having the role R (sender or reipient) for a partiular message.The size of the set is then used as the metri of anonymity. Furthermore, de-terministi anonymity is de�ned as the property of an algorithm whih alwaysyields anonymity sets of size greater than 1.The authors also state that it is neessary to protet users of anonymitysystems against the n � 1 attak desribed earlier and propose two di�erentways doing so: the Stop-and-Go-mixes and a sheme for mix asades1. Stop-and-Go are a variety of mixes that, instead of waiting for a partiular numberof messages to arrive, ush them aording to some delay whih is inluded inthe message. They protet against the n� 1 attak by disarding the messagesif they are reeived outside the spei�ed time frame. Thus, the attaker annotdelay messages whih is required to mount the n� 1 attak.1 An anonymity system based on mix asades is one where all the senders send alltheir messages through one partiular sequene of mixes.



1.3 Standard terminologyIn an e�ort to standardise the terminology used in anonymity and pseudonymityresearh publiations and larify di�erent onepts, P�tzmann and K�ohntopp[PK00℄ de�ne anonymity itself as:\Anonymity is the state of being not identi�able within a set of subjets,the anonymity set."In order to further re�ne the onept of anonymity and anonymity set andin an attempt to �nd a metri for the quality of the anonymity provided theyontinue:\Anonymity is the stronger, the larger the respetive anonymity set isand the more evenly distributed the sending or reeiving, respetively,of the subjets within that set is."The onept of \even distribution" of the sending or reeiving of membersof the set identi�es a new requirement for judging the quality of the anonymityprovided by a partiular system. It is not obvious anymore that the size is avery good indiator, sine di�erent members may be more or less likely to bethe sender or reeiver beause of their respetive ommuniation patterns.2 DiÆulties with Anonymity Set SizeThe attaks against DC networks presented in [Cha88℄ an only result in par-titions of the network in whih all the partiipants are still equally likely tohave sent or reeived a partiular message. Therefore the size of the anonymityset is a good metri of the quality of the anonymity o�ered to the remainingpartiipants. In the Stop-and-Go system [KEB98℄ de�nition, the authors realisethat di�erent senders may not have been equally likely to have sent a partiularmessage, but hoose to ignore it. We note, however, that in the ase they aredealing with (mix asades in a system where eah mix veri�es the identities ofall the senders), all senders have equal probability of having sent (reeived) themessage. In the standardisation attempt [PK00℄, we see that there is an attemptto state, and take into aount this fat in the notion of anonymity, yet a formalde�nition is still laking.We have ome to the onlusion that the potentially di�erent probabilitiesof di�erent members of the anonymity set atually having sent or reeived themessage are unwisely ignored in the literature. Yet they an give a lot of extrainformation to the attaker.2.1 The Pool MixTo further emphasise the dangers of using sets and their ardinalities to assessand ompare anonymity systems, we note that some systems have very strong



\anonymity set" properties. We take the senario in whih the anonymity setof a message passing through a mix inludes (at least) the senders of all themessages whih have ever passed through that mix.This turns out to be the ase for the \pool mix" introdued by Cottrellin [Cot94℄. This mix always stores a pool of n messages (see Figure 1). Wheninoming N messages have aumulated in its bu�er, it piks n randomly out ofthe n+N it has, and stores them, forwarding the other ones in the usual fashion.Thus, there is always a small probability of any message whih has ever beenthrough the mix not having left it. Therefore, the sender of every message shouldbe inluded in the anonymity set (we defer the formal derivation of this fatuntil Setion 5). At this point we must onsider the anonymity provided by thissystem. Does it really give us very strong anonymity guarantees or is measuringanonymity using sets inappropriate in this ase? Our intuition suggests the latter,2 espeially as the anonymity set seems to be independent of the size of the pool,n.PSfrag replaements ...N N...
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Fig. 1. A Pool Mix2.2 Knowledge VulnerabilityYet another reason for being septial of the use of anonymity sets is the vulner-ability of this metri against an attaker's additional knowledge. Consider thearrangement of mixes in Figure 2. The small squares in the diagram representsenders, labelled with their name. The bigger boxes are mixes, with threshold of2. Some of the reeivers are labelled with their sender anonymity sets.Notie that if the attaker somehow establishes the fat that, for instane,A is ommuniating with R, he an derive the fat that S reeived a messagefrom E. Indeed, to expose the link E ! S, all the attaker needs to know is that2 A side remark is in order here. In a pratial implementation of suh a mix, onewould, of ourse, put an upper limit on the time a message an remain on the mixwith a poliy suh as: \All messages should be forwarded on within 24 hours + Kmix ushes of arrival".
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Fig. 2. Vulnerability of Anonymity Setsone of A;B;C;D is ommuniating to R. And yet this is in no way reetedin S's sender anonymity set (although E's reeiver anonymity set, as expeted,ontains just R and S).It is also lear that not all senders in this arrangement are equally vulnerableto this, as is the fat that other arrangements of mixes may be less so. Althoughwe have highlighted the attak here by using mixes with threshold of 2, it is learthat the priniple an be used in general to ut down the size of the anonymityset.3 EntropyWe have now disussed several separate and, in our view, important issues withusing anonymity sets and their ardinalities for measuring anonymity. We havealso demonstrated that there is a lear need to reason about information on-tained in probability distributions. One ould therefore borrow mathematialtools from Information Theory [Sha48℄. The onept of entropy was �rst intro-dued to quantify the unertainty one has before an experiment. We now proeedto de�ne our anonymous ommuniation model and the metris that use entropyto desribe its quality. The model is very lose to the one desribed in [KEB98℄.De�nition 1. Given a model of the attaker and a �nite set of all users 	 , letr 2 R be a role for the user (R = fsender, reipientg) with respet to a messageM. Let U be the attaker's a-posteriori probability distribution of users u 2 	having the role r with respet to M.In the model above we do not have an anonymity set but an r anonymityprobability distribution U . For the mathematially inlined, U : 	 �R ! [0; 1℄s.t.Pu2	 U(u; r) = 1. In other words, given a messageM , we have a probabilitydistribution of its possible senders and reeivers, as viewed by the attaker.U may assign zero probability to some users whih means that they annotpossibly have had the role r for the partiular message M. For instane, if themessage we are onsidering was seen by the attaker as having arrived at Q,



then U(reeiver;Q) = 1 and 8S 6= Q U(reeiver; S) = 0.3. If all the users thatare not assigned a zero probability have an equal probability assigned to them,as in the ase of a DC network under attak, then the size of the set ould beused to desribe the anonymity. The interesting ase is when users are assigneddi�erent, non zero probabilities.De�nition 2. We de�ne the e�etive size S of an r anonymity probability dis-tribution U to be equal to the entropy of the distribution. In other wordsS = �Xu2	 pu log2(pu)where pu = U(u; r).One ould interpret this e�etive size as the number of bits of additionalinformation that the attaker needs in order to de�nitely identify the user uwith role r for the partiular messageM. It is trivial to show that if one user isassigned a probability of 1 then the e�etive size of is 0 bits, whih means thatthe attaker already has enough information to identify the user.There are some further observations:{ It is always the ase that 0 � S � log2 j	 j.{ If S = 0 the ommuniation hannel is not providing any anonymity.{ If for all possible attaker models, S = log2 j	 j the ommuniation hannelprovides perfet R anonymity.We now go on to show how to derive the disrete probability distributionrequired to alulate the information theoreti metri of anonymity presentedabove.3.1 Calulating the Anonymity Probability DistributionWe now show how to alulate the sender anonymity probability distribution fora partiular message passing through a mix system with the standard thresholdmixes. We assume that we have the ability to distinguish between the di�erentsenders using the system. This assumption is disussed in Setion 6. To analysea run of the system (we leave this notion informal), we have to have knowledgeof all of the messages whih have been sent during the run. (This inludes mix-user, user-mix and mix-mix messages and is onsistent with the model of theattaker who sees all the network ommuniations, but has not ompromisedany mixes.) The analysis attahes a sender anonymity probability distributionto every message. The starting state is illustrated in Figure 3a.3 Alternatively, we may hoose to view the sender/reeiver anonymity probabilitydistribution for a message M as an extension of the underlying sender/reeiveranonymity set to a set of pairs of users with their assoiated (non-zero) probabilitiesof sending or reeiving it.



We take the ase of the attaker performing \pure" traÆ analysis. In otherwords, he does not have any a-priori knowledge about the senders and reeiversand the possible ommuniations between them. 4 The attaker's assumptionarising from this is that a message, having arrived at a mix, was equally likelyto have been forwarded to all of the possible \next hops", independent of whatthat next hop ould be.
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Fig. 3. a) The start of the analysis. b) Deriving the anonymity probability distributionof messages going through a mix.For a general mix with n inoming messages with anonymity probabilitydistributions L0 : : : Ln�1, whih we view as sets of pairs, we observe that theanonymity probability distributions of all of the messages oming out of themix, are going to be the same. This distribution A is de�ned as follows:(x; p) 2 A i� 9i:(x; p0) 2 Li andp = Pi:(x;pj)2Li pjnThus, the anonymity probability distribution on eah of the outgoing arrowson Figure 3a is f(A; 13 ); (B; 13 ); (C; 13 )g.In the next setion we will disuss how we an alulate the e�etive anony-mity size of systems omposed of other mixes.3.2 Composing mix systemsGiven some arrangement of individual mixes onneted together, it is possible toalulate the maximum e�etive anonymity size of the system from the e�etiveanonymity size of its omponents. The assumption neessary to do this is thatthe inputs to the di�erent entry points of this system originate from distint4 This is a simpli�ation. In pratie, the attaker analysing email an hoose to assignlower probabilities to, for example, potential Greek senders of an email in Russianwhih arrived in Novosibirsk.



users. In pratie this assumption is very diÆult to satisfy, but at least we anget an upper bound on how well a \perfet" system would perform.Assume that there are l mixes eah with e�etive sender anonymity sizeSi; 0 < i � l. Eah of these mixes sends some messages to a mix we shall allse. The probability a message going into se originated from mix i is pi; 0 <i � l;Pi pi = 1.Using our de�nitions it is lear that Sse =P0<i�l pi log(pi) is the e�etiveanonymity size of this seond mix.The e�etive sender anonymity size of messages going through the systemdesribed above is P0<i�lP0<j�f(i) pjpi log(pjpi) whih simpli�es toStotal = Sse + X0<i�l piSiwhere f(i) is the number of inputs that mix i takes and pj ; 0 < j � f(i) is theprobability orresponding to the jth input of i.Using this rule we an alulate the e�etive sender anonymity set size of mixsystems or other anonymous ommuniation hannels using the e�etive sizes oftheir omponents and information about how they are interonneted. A similarapproah an be used to alulate the e�etive reipient anonymity set size.In the next setion, we look at how knowledge about the system available tothe attaker an be used to perform a better anonymity analysis.4 Route lengthHaving inluded probabilities in the model and demonstrated that they an givethe attaker more information about the system than just anonymity sets, wenote that the standard attaks aimed at reduing the size of the anonymity setwill now have the e�et of narrowing the anonymity probability distribution.If we onsider this distribution as a set of pairs (of a sender and its respetivenon-zero probability of having sent the message), then narrowing the probabilitydistribution is the proess of deriving that some senders have zero probability ofsending the message and an therefore be safely exluded from the set.We now look at an attak whih not only has the ability to narrow the prob-ability distribution, but also to alter it in suh a way as to redue the entropyof the anonymity probability distributions without a�eting the underlying ano-nymity set.As suggested in [BPS00℄, route length is important and some arrangementsof mixes are more vulnerable to route length based attaks than others. Here,we demonstrate that maximum route length should be taken into aount whenalulating anonymity sets. Note that, of ourse, the maximum route length ina traditional mix-based anonymity system exists and is known to the attaker5.Several mix systems have been designed to remove the maximum route length5 The reason for this is standard, as follows: All the messages in a mix-based systemhave to have the same size, otherwise an attaker ould trae partiular messages.



onstraint, for instane via tunnelling in Onion Routing [STRL00℄ or Hybridmixes [OA00℄, but it exists in �elded systems suh as Mixmaster [MC00℄ (max-imum route length of 20) and so an be used by the attaker.It may also be possible to obtain relevant information by ompromising a mix.Some mix systems will allow a mix to infer the number of mixes a message hasalready passed through and therefore the maximum number of messages it maygo through before reahing the destination. Suh information would strengthenour attak, so are needs to be taken to design mix systems (suh as Mixmaster[Cot94℄) whih do not give it away.
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QRSFig. 4. Using maximum route length to redue anonymity setsWe illustrate the problem by example. Consider the situation in Figure 4,where eah arrow represents a message observed by the attaker. Now let ussuppose that the maximum route length is 2, i.e. any message an pass throughno more than 2 mixes. The arrow from the bottom to the rightmost mix ouldonly have been the message from C as otherwise this message, oming from Aor B would have gone through 3 mixes. From this, we infer that C was notommuniating to S, whih makes S's sender anonymity set fA;Bg. Of ourse,without taking maximum route length into aount, this anonymity set wouldhave been fA;B;Cg.We now illustrate how the same fat an alter the sender anonymity proba-bility distribution of a partiular reeiver and therefore redue its entropy.Here we use the same arrangement of mixes, but look at a di�erent reeiver,Q. The anonymity probability distribution worked out using the algorithm (with-out the route length onstraint) in the previous setion is shown in Figure 5. Ifthe attaker knows that the maximum route length is 2, the arrow from mix 2 tomix 3 has the sender probability distribution of: f(C; 1)g and thus the probabil-ity distribution at Q (or R) is f(A; 14 ); (B; 14 ); (C; 12 )g. This redued the entropyfrom 1.5613 down to 1.5. Compare this with the entropy of 1.585 for a uniformYet eah message (when leaving the sender) has to inlude inside it all the addressesof all the servers it will be forwarded via. Thus, there is a limit on the number ofthe mixes a message an pass through, and it is known to the attaker.
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Fig. 5. Using maximum route length to alter anonymity probability distributiondistribution. It is also worth noting that an attak whih eliminated one of thepossible senders, would redue the entropy to at most 1 bit and an attak whihwould expose a single host as the sender of a partiular message to Q | to 0bits. Thus, our metri is apable of not only omparing the e�etiveness of sys-tems, but also the power of di�erent attaks. A similar idea has been proposedby [DSCP02℄. However, omparing \the e�etiveness" of di�erent attaks usingthis method in general is beyond the sope of this paper and is the subjet offuture work.5 Analysis of the Pool MixReall from Setion 2.1 that a pool mix stores n messages and reeives N mes-sages every round. It then puts together the stored and reeived messages andoutputs N of them (hosen randomly). The remaining n messages are stored forthe next round. On round zero the mix stores n \dummy messages" that lookto outsiders as if they were real, but were reated by the mix itself.First, we alulate the sender anonymity set and the sender anonymity setsize. Denote the anonymity sets assoiated with the N messages arriving atround i, Ki;1 : : :Ki;N and let K̂i = Ki;1 [ : : :[Ki;N . Now the sender anonymityset of the outgoing messages after round k will be the union of the anonymitysets of the messages stored in the mix (all of whih are the same and are equal tothe anonymity sets of all the messages whih left the mix at the previous round)and the messages whih arrived from the network.A0 = fmixgAi = Si�1 [ K̂iNow, assume that all of the messages arrive at the pool mix diretly fromsenders, whih are all di�erent from eah other. Formally, 8i; j; k; l:(i 6= j _ k 6=l)) Ki;j 6= Kk;l. This implies that the size of the set after round k isjAkj = N � k + 1



and for k !1 limk!1 jAj ! 1It is lear that the size of Ak does not provide us with a useful insight on howwell this mix performs. In partiular, it does not apture the fat that sendersof past rounds have smaller probabilities of being the senders of messages thatome out of the mix at the last round. Finally, this metri does not allow us toompare the pool mix with other mixing arhitetures, inluding onventionalthreshold mixes.We therefore ompute the e�etive size, based on the entropy, of the senderanonymity set.The probability that a message whih omes out of the mix at round k wasintrodued by a sender in the mix at round 0 < x � k isproundx = NN + n � nN + n�k�xpround0 = � nN + n�kDe�nition 3. Now, assume that eah message was oming diretly from a senderand all senders only send one message. Note that after round 0, the only senderinvolved is the mix itself. The e�etive size of the sender anonymity set for roundk isEk = � kXx=1 NN + n � nN + n�k�x log 1N + n � nN + n�k�x!!�� nN + n�k log� nN + n�kAfter a large number of rounds (k !1) the above expression of the e�etivesize onverges towardslimk!1E = �1 + nN � log (N + n)� nN lognThe e�etive size of the set provides us with useful information about howthe mix is performing. As one would expet if there is no pool then the e�etivesender anonymity set is the same as for a threshold mix arhiteture with Ninputs.Example 1. When there is no pool (n = 0) the e�etive anonymity set size islimk!1E = logN



Example 2. When only one message is fed bak to the mix (n = 1)limk!1E = �1 + 1N � log (N + 1)So a mix of this type that takes N = 100 inputs will have an e�etive sizeof limk!1 E = 6:725. This is equivalent to a threshold mix that takes � 106inputs.Example 3. A pool mix with N = 100 inputs out of whih n = 10 are fed bakwill have an e�etive size of limk!1 E = 7:129. That is equivalent to a thresholdmix with N = 27:127 � 140 inputs.The additional anonymity that the pool mix provides is not \for free" sinethe average lateny of the messages inreases from 1 round to 1+ nN rounds witha variane of n�(N+n)2N3 .6 DisussionLet us now examine the senarios in whih our analysis may be useful anddemonstrate that one would not be able to use other well-known attaks toompromise anonymity.The new entropy measure of anonymity is useful in analysing mix networks,rather than asades or DC nets where there is no possibility of members ofanonymity sets having di�erent probabilities of taking on partiular roles. Theroute length tehniques are appliable in mix network systems whih have amaximum route length onstraint suh as Mixmaster [MC00℄.It is worth mentioning that a similar information theoreti metri was in-dependently proposed in [DSCP02℄ and used to ompare di�erent anonymitysystems. Here we onentrate on using it for analysing mix systems and showhow it an be used to express new attaks.7 ConlusionWe have demonstrated serious problems with using the notion of anonymity setfor measuring anonymity of mix-based systems. In partiular, we exhibited thepool mix as an illustration of the fat that we annot always use anonymity setsto ompare the e�etiveness of di�erent mix ushing algorithms.We have also proposed an information-theoreti metri based on the idea ofanonymity probability distributions. We showed how to alulate them and usedthe metri to ompare the pool mix to more traditional mixes.We must note, however, that our new metri does not really deal with theknowledge vulnerability problem disussed in Setion 2.2. We feel that additionalstruture to enrih the notion of anonymity sets and enable better analysis ofknowledge-based vulnerabilities is needed. However, having introdued proba-bilities into the model, we want to go on and develop a framework apable of
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